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WHY THIS BOOK
s with the implementation of the national
curriculum in Australia in 2008, the
arrival of the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) in America in 2010 resulted
in schools striving to “unpack” and understand
the curriculum. In much of my recent consulting,
I have been called by many regions to “do”
that, with the underlying assumption that this
unpacking can be “done” in a one- or perhaps
two-day professional development training
session. Even with this support, however, teachers
report that at times they feel overwhelmed and
uncertain. Although teachers want to understand
and implement the standards, making sense of
them requires time and sustained support.
The purpose of this book is to make the eight
Standards for Mathematical Practice (MPs) more
accessible to primary teachers and outline how the
principles can be applied in an Australian context.
My hope is for teachers to make sense of the
Mathematical Practices and tap into their inherent
power. Although most teachers are finding that the
very structure of the CCSS is detailed, focused
and specific enough to make them relatively easy
to understand, greater effort needs to be placed
on understanding the Standards for Mathematical
Practice. To set the stage for this exploration into
the Mathematical Practices, I want to highlight
why they are important and how they might lead
you to make some shifts in your practice, thereby
activating their potential.
Before I do, however, stop for a minute and
stand up right where you are. Cross your arms
over the front of your body. Now reverse the way
in which you have crossed your arms. It’s better
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if you can do this with someone else present, so that that person can check
to ensure that you have, indeed, done it in the opposite way. If no one else is
around, stand in front of a mirror. When you are sure that you have reversed the
way in which you’ve crossed your arms, take note of what it took to do it and
how it feels. When I do this with groups of teachers, I hear that it is “hard”, that
they have to stop, think and analyse how they do it at first and then list the steps
in their minds, that it feels “awkward”, “uncomfortable” and “challenging”, and
that “it takes time and planning” to accomplish the task. You probably know
where I am heading with this: whenever we are asked to change something
that we have done one way for a long time, it is hard and challenging and it
does take time and planning and it will feel awkward at first. It is also critical
to remember that change does not take place just because we say it will; it
takes time, support, redirection, recommitment and perseverance. I have used
this quote for years and although no one seems to be sure of its origin, I love it
and share it with you as a way to guide your commitment to incorporating the
operating principles of the Standards for Mathematical Practice into your daily
teaching:
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Change is a process, not an event.
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So cut yourself some slack and realise that deep changes to your practice
will evolve over time, accept that the road will not always be easy and believe
that your push for change will be worth the effort in the long run.
The more I work to understand the Mathematical Practices, the more I see
that they transcend the teaching and learning of mathematics. Although they
are housed in the CCSS for Mathematics, the Mathematical Practices apply
to all content areas. They embody all that is connected to thinking – deep
and substantive thinking. They foster the kind of thinking that is reflected in
the work of Benjamin Bloom (1956) and his associates Lorin Anderson and
David Krathwohl (Anderson et al. 2001) and ask us to immerse our students
in higher-order thinking skills that involve explaining one’s thinking, applying
new learning, analysing, evaluating and creating. Further, the Mathematical
Practices answer the seven “world of work survival skills” that Tony Wagner
(2008) identified after speaking with more than 600 business leaders and asking
them what they needed in their workers now and in the future. So although the
Mathematical Practices are named “mathematical”, they really are much more
than that. If our students can solve problems; think both quantitatively and
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abstractly; build arguments that make sense; develop the capacity to listen to
and learn from others’ thinking; represent, model and solve real-world problems;
and know when, why, and how to access tools and resources; if our students
are efficient and accurate and can communicate their thinking well enough so
that others can follow; if they can identify and use patterns, regularities and
structures to find solutions to problems and then generalise their findings and
remain open to ideas and persevere while maintaining wonder and curiosity,
then we have done our job and done it well by answering our major educational
mandate: to prepare students for life beyond the school building, for life in the
twenty-first century as productive and responsible workers, consumers, citizens
and caretakers of the future.

Mathematical Practice 1: Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them
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Mathematical Practice 2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively
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Mathematical Practice 3: Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others.
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Mathematical Practice 4: Model with mathematics
Mathematical Practice 5: Use appropriate tools strategically
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Mathematical Practice 6: Attend to precision
Mathematical Practice 7: Look for and make use of structure
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Mathematical Practice 8: Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning

Although the Mathematical Practices are housed in the CCSS for
Mathematics in America, they can be applied, and be constructive, to any
national curriculum, in any classroom. The MPs further align with aspects of
the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics key ideas: the proficiency strands of
understanding, fluency, problem-solving and reasoning.
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Right from the start, I have called the Mathematical Practices “gold” –
something valuable and precious and absolutely critical to the development of
proficient mathematical thinkers. I see each of the MPs as made up of many
“nuggets” that coalesce into something bigger, with far-reaching ramifications.
The further I got into my professional development work with the MPs, the
more I began searching for a way to make them more comprehensible and
available to teachers in the everyday moments of the classroom. I came up with
a framework – something that could be used as an outline at first – and then
filled it with the “stuffing”, the “nuggets”, that give it shape and substance.
I began to think about the acronym GOLD in relation to the MPs. I believe
that if teachers can break apart each of the MPs in the following way, it may
help them analyse each one as a separate entity, think about what this may look
and sound like in classrooms and then decide what needs to be done to support
the incorporation and implementation of the MPs into daily practice. With the
support of this book, it is my hope that teachers will be able to make more sense
of the MPs and find the “gold” within, thereby getting to the source of the power
of mathematical proficiency.
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Go for the goals: What are the major purposes of the practice?
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Open your eyes and observe: What should you see students doing
as they use the practice? What should you see yourself doing as a
teacher?
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Listen: What should you hear students saying as they use the
practice? What should you hear yourself saying?
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Decide what you need to do as a teacher: What actions must you put
into place in order to mine the gold of the practice?

4

In the chapters that follow, each practice is broken into the nuggets of the
framework and we examine how each practice should look in the classroom,
how it should sound and what steps can be taken to mine its gold. We’ll
explore the “what” as well as the “why” of each practice and their importance.
Additionally, student work samples, classroom vignettes and thoughts from
teachers throughout give a fuller view of the MPs. Chapter 9 provides some
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W Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
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This problem revolves around the childhood favourite song of the same
name. It is a natural for a maths problem, especially when set in a classroom
environment. The obvious question is How many heads, shoulders, knees and
toes are there? A bonus is how easily this can be differentiated: How many
heads, shoulders, knees and toe are there in the class? How many in your
group? What is the difference between your group and someone else’s? How
many heads and toes are there? Possibilities abound for ways to modify this
problem to meet and challenge multiple levels of readiness.

W Classroom Lesson Overview – Take a Look
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● Year: 1
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● Australian Curriculum: Mathematics Content Description(s):
Represent and solve simple addition and subtraction problems using a
range of strategies including counting on, partitioning and rearranging
parts (ACMNA015)

r

● Student Language: Use addition to solve word problems and show my
reasoning in words, pictures and/or numbers.
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● Focus Maths Practice: MP2: Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively
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● I Can Statement: I can connect numbers with words and words with
numbers.
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● Lesson Setup:

The lesson began with Mrs Stoddard, the classroom teacher, leading a
discussion about the use of maths in our everyday lives. Students shared several
ways in which they use maths both in and out of school.
Mrs Stoddard then had the students stand in a circle and led the class in
singing and acting out “Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes”. She followed
by asking the students if they could see any maths in that activity. Several
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MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE 7:

Chapter

LOOK FOR AND MAKE
USE OF STRUCTURE
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A mathematician, like a painter or poet, is a maker of patterns. If
his patterns are more permanent than theirs, it is because they are
made with ideas.
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– G. H. HARDY, ENGLISH MATHEMATICIAN

E

OVERVIEW

his quote comes from someone who loved mathematics to its core. Hardy
was passionate about number theory and mathematical analysis – pure
mathematics – and celebrated the aesthetics of maths. I like to think that
Hardy would have had a special affinity for MP7. To discern a pattern, one must
look closely at the underlying structure and then step back to gain perspective,
generate some ideas about the nature of the structure – the regularities that can
be seen as well as envisioned beneath and within – apply those ideas and then
assess to determine if the pattern holds.
What is wonderful about this MP is that it offers a way to look at the world
both within and well beyond the classroom walls. Anyone who has worked
with young children knows that once students learn the word pattern, almost
everything is a pattern to them! Even though that may not always be the case,
there are patterns hiding within patterns, alongside of patterns, underneath
patterns, shooting off from patterns. The joy of their discovery can allow
students to flow between drilling down to the core of a pattern and uncovering
its structure and widening out to a more global and generalised view.
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GOALS
The three major goals of this Mathematical Practice focus on students being
able to
1.

identify and describe numeric and geometric patterns and use their
structure to make predictions and hypotheses
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